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Safe Harbor Statement

We will be reviewing a mixture of publicly reported data and forecasts. 

Forecasts depend a variety of assumptions and each person should 
make their own judgements and arrive at their own forecast to inform 
any of their decisions. 

This “safe harbor statement” is a legal notice that you are entirely 
responsible for the decisions you make. The information and opinions 
share in this webinar are provided “as is” and without warranty for the 
intended benefit of providing a point of view so that you can better 
come to your own judgements.  



Agenda

1. Background, Facts and Forecasts 

2. Implications to businesses 

3. How are brands reacting so far- DTC?



Data Source:   03/14/2020 Worldometers.info

#1 Italy by for the most serious 
situation. 

Eighteen countries all over the world 
now have more serious outbreaks.

China is way down the list at #18 

But large number of cases remain in 
serious/critical status. A major part of 
the total coronavirus story.

Reverse border shutdowns coming 
where Asia restricts access from the 
West.

Adjusted for population, the active outbreak is 40x 
worse in Italy than China

Background & Facts: Which Countries have the 
biggest outbreaks?



FACTS:  Who is having success? 

Data Source:   03/14/2020 Worldometers.info

India, Pakistan, African 
Countries:
Travel Bans? 
Less International travel as a 
percent of population? 
Less Testing? Temperature?

Taiwan, Japan: Already been 
hit, but so far holding things 
together with Draconian 
Measures

North America: Mexico, 
Canada, USA (Until Now)
Early Travel Ban slowed 
things down but
Coronavirus finding another 
way in via EU.

Background & Facts: Who’s having success?

U.S.: High income families getting most exposure to disease? Lots of early cases of lawyers, NBA 
Stars, politicians, bankers, actors, ER doctors... 



● Initial seed caused by issue near Wuhan supermarket, but by itself is the butterfly, 
what’s causing the rest of the effects? Why is it worse in the West than the East, even 
though we had MORE time to prepare for it?

● Dense Urban Living (No)
● Differences in cultural practices in Western world vs. Eastern?

○ Italian cultural greetings vs East Asian (maybe)

● Differences in experience? 
○ China, Japan, Taiwan, HK consumers have dealt with SARS, MERS already

■ Gloves, Masks, sanitizer everywhere
■ All borders shut down, major quarantine efforts early on.

■ Swift Draconian measures
○ EU countries initial had very minimal response 
○ US had greater response, somewhat delaying the impact 
○ but consumers until very recently have had no interest in response

■ People are embarrassed to protect themselves
■ 90% of Americans go to work sick* 

However solution requires an “All of Society” respond to threat

Background & Facts: What’s causing Covid-19 
spread and why is it worse in the West?

*Source:
http://rh-us.mediaroom.com/2019-10-24-9-In-10-Employees-Come-To-Work-Sick-Survey-Shows

http://rh-us.mediaroom.com/2019-10-24-9-In-10-Employees-Come-To-Work-Sick-Survey-Shows


2020 COVID-19 Projections
(Source: Straight line global projection of Briggs U.S. estimate + worldometers.info data)

We have not 
seen a risk of 
this magnitude
in a very, very 
long time.

Unclear how 
many serious 
patients have 
permanent lung 
damage

Extreme 
Draconian 
Action can work 
but at great
Economic Cost 
(All of Society 
Approach)

Forecast: 102 Year Global Catastrophe Timeline

Healthcare 
System 

collapse moves 
people from 

orange to blue



Forecasts: How close are we to the tipping point?
Based on current trends 
we are between 9-14 days 
away from Italian level 
infections in the U.S. 
with a due date of 
between 3/26 and 3/31.

With a potentially 2-week 
incubation, we are almost 
out of time before the case 
loads explode. 

Many of the infections 
have already happen; we 
just need to wait to see 
them.

Data Source: Worldodata.info w/ time-alignment and pop adj. analysis by 
ABCSinsights.com
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● Negatively impacted industries: 
○ Cruise lines, Airlines (layoffs have begun in EU), hotels, Restaurants, Entertainment (no NBA!) 
○ Oil Patch (Fracking), public transportation
○ Ride sharing
○ Real Estate (Especially Urban)
○ Life Insurance Companies (Systemic Actuarial Table Assumption issues)
○ Retail Apocalypse Acceleration 
○ Healthcare (financial benefit but at enormous cost to system)
○ All Financials (Banks, bond traders, PE/VC/hedge funds)
○ The Education System

● Potentially positive in protracted event:
○ DTC Brands (will go deeper just on this one issue)
○ Strategic Manufacturing 
○ Ecommerce
○ Delivery and shipping business
○ Automotive (people that can choose will do this now)
○ Increased single driving may increase oil demand domestically
○ Real estate (suburban)- natural social distancing
○ Rural America Entertainment 

■ (hiking, biking, national parks, fishing, camping)

Implications for Business: Economic Impact of 
“All of Society” - Instant Global Recession



“Worst day since Black 
Monday” for equities

But Equity sell is off is even 
worse that it looks. Huge 
Gold and Silver sell off, a 
sign of underlying liquidity 
issues.

U.S. net energy exporter, 
means lower gas prices are 
now actually a drag rather 
than a boost to the 
economy.

Data Source: MarketWatch.com 3/12/2020

Financial Impact: United States
During the Great Recession GDP contracted around 4.2%. But what happens when some
Major industries are down 70% in revenue? 



Financial Impact: US Consumer 
Credit Is Already Showing Stress

Mortgage rates 
surge wiping out 
the 2-year trend 
down, despite 
record rate cuts by 
the fed.

Data Source: Zillow.com



Equity sell off even 
more dramatic in 
EU where they are 
a few weeks ahead 
of us on the crisis.

Rising credit risk in 
Italy and Spain 
driving rates up 
counter the trend 
of a flight to safety 
in bonds.

Data Source: MarketWatch.com

Financial Impact: EU



Financial Impact: Millennials and Gen Z 
disproportionately impacted 

Millennials and Gen Z were 
between 25 and not born during 
the 2007-2008 financial crisis. 

They have no to limited experience 
with downside financial risk and 
hedging.

They are likely now 
disproportionately exposed to 
higher risk assets. This is a very 
emotionally stressful moment for 
many of them. 



Social Impact: Unrest
●Perhaps the biggest risk

○ Layoffs (hourly works taking the 
brunt of this)

○ All Children under 18 at home for 
weeks to months

○ Food and Toilet Paper shortages

○ Costco TP fights are real



Media Impact: Live Sports Just Died for 2020
Where to advertiser RIGHT NOW?

Consumers are forced to change media behaviors as 
well.

Obviously, TV news, health and financial properties. 
But also new opportunities for the long tail of 
properties you’ve never heard of that are exploding 
with traffic right now… 

Coronavirus Tracking Sites (ideal for CPG DTC 
campaign):
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/

Social Media Sites:
https://www.reddit.com/r/Coronavirus/

Financial Sites:
https://www.marketwatch.com/

Mobile Apps:
Tiktok (social influencer campaigns)

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Coronavirus/
https://www.marketwatch.com/
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Initial Brand Response to Coronavirus- DTC?
Anecdotal Observations



DTC Example 1: Hunker Down (Shelf Stable CPG) 
Ads are showing up...



DTC Example 1: Some potential hiccups with implementation
(DTC click through from previous ad took me here)



Testing on a different site...



Better, but..
(conversion path sends me back to instore purchase)

Consumer: I don’t want to leave the house. How can I get your product?



Touchnote is not an APP. 

It’s a communications technology 
adapter between… 

Digital

and 

Analog Consumers
Everyone: Please take advantage of this and send a 
picture to your grandparents or anyone that might be  
physically isolated right now: Use Code KINDNESS20

DTC Example 2:  Perfect Touchnote DTC Advertising during COVID-19
=>Social Isolation is a major problem w/ senior lockdown 



Two Years Old (Digital Consumer)

101 Years Old
(Analog Consumer & 
Spanish Flu Survivor)

Solution: Use 2020 Technology to make a 
difference (Example of All Society Approach)

DTC Example 2: Touchnote
Perfect DTC Advertising during COVID-19

Communications Technology 
Adapter 

Hospitalized 
for H1N1
(2009)



● Large legacy brands and traditional retailers-
should not be excited or complacent with short-
lived revenue spikes due to hoarding and the 
pantry loading stage of this human disaster

● Potential catalyst to systemic consumer behavior 
change in the midterm 

○ Consumer preference for at home delivery of any 
product, even at a PREMIUM (Retailers what’s your 
strategy?)

● Action Item for Brands: 
○ Can consumers readily access your product for 

delivery? 
■ Strengthen your DTC supply chain

○ Have you designed SKU options that are optimized for 
at home delivery?

■ R&D-Developing low weight shippable product solutions for 
your brand

■ CSD Category Example- “Soda Stream” + low weight 
branded product

■ If you don’t, consumers will switch to products that do

● Stop following the behavior of large shrinking 
brands and learn from the explosive growth of 
new billion-dollar DTC businesses (if you 
don’t know who Mike Lindell is by now you 
have been living under a rock)

Mike Lindell 
Pillow King and DTC Genius 

Conronavirus: Explosive DTC Revolution Catalyst



● Right now the invisible hands of 
capitalism via the Gig Economy
are redeploying ridesharing
infrasture to Hygiene Tech 
demand

● These Gig opportunist and 
Hygiene Tech Entrepreneurs 
are responding in near real 
time to changes on the 
ground. 

Welcome to the Hy-Tech Economy

Delta is now using foggers from a Hy-Tech company

My consumer journey to yogurt for the first 
time ever goes through Instacart…



● Industry Picture: Marketing Research, Media, and Brand Conclusions
○ Step changing consumer behavior requires action now

■ What’s your DTC strategy? Mission critical that consumers have a safe and secure solution to 
acquire products, even at delivery premium

■ Follow consumers disrupted media consumption habits to new properties for DTC advertising
■ Be sensitive to the reality that consumers are stressing out and message appropriately

● Bigger Picture: The Coronavirus Outbreak is now WORSE in Western Nations
○ “All of Society” response needed
○ Everyone needs to faithfully do their part follow the government/CDC 

recommendations at a minimum
○ Inaction impacts not just you but your co-workers, neighbors, friends, family. It 

is not an option.

● Hope for the Future: It’s going to get worse before it gets better. If everyone 
does their part, the future is still very bright and the worst case will be avoided.

● After the Spanish Flu came the roaring 20’s. We can still have our own roaring 
2020’s.

Summary


